
Amendment by Conservative Group Amendment by Conservative Group 

  
Items 9.1 & 9.2 Title: Casualties of ConflictItems 9.1 & 9.2 Title: Casualties of Conflict
  
  
9.1 and 9.2 The City of Edinburgh Council: 9.1 and 9.2 The City of Edinburgh Council: 
    

1. notes the appalling suffering associated with the death, injury and displacement of 
families in current conflicts which include: 

1. notes the appalling suffering associated with the death, injury and displacement of 
families in current conflicts which include: 

a. Gaza a. Gaza 
b. Syria b. Syria 
c. Iraq  c. Iraq  
d. Ukraine d. Ukraine 
e. South Sudan e. South Sudan 

2. recognises the desire of many in Edinburgh to contribute to the relief of such suffering 2. recognises the desire of many in Edinburgh to contribute to the relief of such suffering 
3. notes that Edinburgh already has strong links with Mercy Corps, an international 

humanitarian agency experienced and active in relieving suffering in disaster areas 
including most of the above current conflict areas 

3. notes that Edinburgh already has strong links with Mercy Corps, an international 
humanitarian agency experienced and active in relieving suffering in disaster areas 
including most of the above current conflict areas 

4. notes that the European Headquarters of Mercy Corps is in Edinburgh 4. notes that the European Headquarters of Mercy Corps is in Edinburgh 
5. resolves to fly an appeal flag which prominently features Mercy Corps appeal donation 

information to encourage generous giving for humanitarian relief in the above, and other, 
 conflicts and disasters 

5. resolves to fly an appeal flag which prominently features Mercy Corps appeal donation 
information to encourage generous giving for humanitarian relief in the above, and other, 
 conflicts and disasters 

6. agrees to promote actively the significance of the flag and the opportunity to give 
generously via Mercy Corps 

6. agrees to promote actively the significance of the flag and the opportunity to give 
generously via Mercy Corps 

  

Moved by Councillor Rose 

Seconded by Councillor Balfour 
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